
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RSC Competition Data Sheet 
 
Technical features: 
- Gas pressure- "monotube" damper with 20mm rod diameter (Front axle) 
- M52 outer- & ca. 44mm piston diameter, thus very large piston / damping surface 
- Generously highly designed piston rod guide in the damper closing lid 
- Active Mechanic Progressive Adjustment (AMPA System) / CH patent 
  (Automatic mechanically progressive adjustable piston valves)  
- 12 times pressure and rebound adjustment in response to each other 

(Rule window automatically shift of the working piston valves) 
- Vehicle height regardless adjustable of the spring preload 
- Depending on the vehicle, high adjustment range of up to about 120mm, spring clearance 
- Depending on the vehicle, height adjustable stabilizer bracket with holder on the strut 
- Depending on the vehicle, adjustable stabilizer rods available as an option 
- Depending on the vehicle, adjustable camber plates with camber adjustment 
- Depending on the vehicle, eccentric camber adjustment on the strut 
- Dampers in steel and high quality passivated in black 
- Stabilizer rods passivated black 
- Steel parts (brackets) primed and painted 
- Steel springs painted with ressistant paint on PVC base 
- Aluminium parts in T6 aluminium (Aerospace quality) & anodized 
- Standard color Renault Sport Suspensions: Grey / Yellow 
- Standard color All Brand Suspensions: Black / Black 
- Use both for road and track, tailored special setups possible 
 
Other arguments compared to competing products: 
- M52 gas pressure "monotube" - damper unrivaled in this price range: 
- The most sport and clubsport coilovers with a bound and rebound adjustment uses 
 2- tube dampers (~ 50% smaller piston area) 
- Other monotube coilovers has a fixed identifier and is in the piston diameter smaller. 
- Comparable competition monotube coilovers: from ca. chf 4000.- up to 12,000.- 
- The adjustment of automatic control in the damper is happening in 0,4mm stroke, 
  while others damper in such systems need up to 15 - 20mm stroke. 
- Thereby extreme quiet and fast damping behavior 
- With this damper technology can be driven considerably stiffer springs (Racetrack), 
  without being uncomfortable on the road. Comparison (various coilovers for the same 
  vehicle): Various coilovers (2- tube): VA: ca. 50kg, various clubsport coilovers (2- tube) 
  VA: ca. 70kg, RSC Competition VA: 100kg! 
- The combination of the automatically adjusting piston valves and the possible adjustment 

of the bump- and rebound in response to each other, can also be called a kind of 3-way 
adjustment (Bump-, rebound-, low- & highspeed of the bump) 

- You never lies in addition with a “control window” adjustment 
- The increased noise transmission on a front axle when using unibal- camber plates is  
  almost eliminated again with a coilover RSC coilover, thanks to "solid" monotube- type 
  without work cavities. 
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RSC Competition Data Sheet 
 
Sale prices: 
- Renault Sport Suspensions according to application & price List 
- All Brand Suspensions according to application & price List 
- Surcharge Custom Color Renault Sport & All Brand Suspensions: + chf 390.- 
- Adjustable stabilizer rods per axle: chf 190.- (2 pcs.) 
- Fixed or adjustable unibal- camber plates per axle: chf 590.- (2 pcs.) 
- It applies: Order / items against prepayment 
 
Certificates: 
- CH: Manufacturer certificate for up to 40 mm lowering 
- CH: Fakt Opinion for the adjustable camber plates (extra charge) 
- D: Manufacturer's test certificate for the individual TÜV- decrease 
 
Delivery times: 
- All Brand Suspensions in the standard color about 3 weeks 
- Renault Sport Suspensions in the standard color max. 3 weeks 

(after completion of development) 
- Custom Color Delivery time approx. 5 weeks. 
  (with the time, the delivery time will be shortened to max. 3 weeks) 

 
Warranty: 
(Download full version under www.rscenter.ch or www.rscsuspensions.ch) 
- 2 years from date of delivery. 
  The warranty refers to manufacturing defects and leaks in compliance with the properly 

according handling and professional installation of the product. 
This also assumes compliance with the supplied installation & care instructions which also 
are provided on our homepage to download. 

- The warranty does not apply to damage caused by improper handling and unprofessional 
installation, failure to comply with the supplied installation & care 

  instructions, which also are provided on our homepage to download, and which are due to 
the influences of externally violence. 

- When operated on race tracks, the warranty expires 
 
Special made solutions: 
- Request with completed RSC Competition special order- form 

(Download from www.rscenter.ch or www.rscsuspensions.ch) and photos of the suspension 
components on the vehicle and / or individually. 

- Depending on the preliminary investigation and preparation, the coilovers / spring, 
damper parts & camber plates are to be sent. 

- Depending on the preparation the car is to provide for several weeks. 
- Costs and delivery time are individual and are defined in terms of a preliminary investigation. 
- Depending on the complexity and advanced preliminary investigation may be charged 
  an allowance in absence of order placement. 
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